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Abstract
Introduction: As the COVID-19 pandemic progresses around the world, the universal use of face masks imposes itself as a measure to mitigate the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 and is currently recommended by the World Health Organization. However, its effectiveness as a method of preventing COVID-19 is still controversial. Objective: To review the literature on the universal use of facial masks, including fabric ones, and their recommendations for use. Methods: Narrative review of published studies on the topic. Results: Face masks act predominantly as a source control mechanism, as they capture the droplets expelled by the user when speaking, coughing or sneezing, protecting other people and the environment from contamination by potentially infecting droplets. Evidence of the effectiveness of its universal use as a method of mitigating epidemics of viral respiratory infections is derived from experimental studies and mathematical models. Proper use of facial masks is essential to ensure their effectiveness and prevent damage, and includes covering the nose, mouth and chin, washing the fabric masks with soap and water after use and hand hygiene several times a day, especially when handling the mask. Conclusions: The universal use of facial masks in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic is justified, especially considering the occurrence of virus transmission in the pre-symptomatic period, and should be adopted in conjunction with other measures such as adequate social distance and hygiene from the hands, following the motto “I protect you and you protect me”. Keywords: Coronavirus infections; Masks; Prevention & control.

Resumo
Mantenha suas gotículas para si mesmo: uso universal de máscaras faciais e distância social

Introdução: À medida que a pandemia de COVID-19 progride em todo o mundo, o uso universal de máscaras faciais se impõe como uma medida para mitigação da transmissão do SARS-CoV-2, sendo atualmente recomendado pela Organização Mundial de Saúde. No entanto, sua eficácia como método de prevenção da COVID-19 ainda é controversa. Objetivo: Revisar a literatura a respeito do uso universal de máscaras faciais, incluindo as de tecido e suas recomendações de uso. Métodos: Revisão narrativa de estudos publicados sobre o tema. Resultados: As máscaras faciais atuam predominantemente como um mecanismo de controle de fonte, pois capturam as gotículas expelidas pelo usuário ao falar, tossir ou espirrar, protegendo outras pessoas e o ambiente da contaminação por gotículas potencialmente infectantes. As evidências da eficácia do seu uso universal como método de mitigação de epidemias de infeções respiratórias virais derivam de estudos experimentais e modelos matemáticos. O uso adequado das máscaras faciais é fundamental para garantir sua eficácia e prevenir danos e inclui cobrir o nariz, boca e queixo, lavar as máscaras de tecido com água e sabão após o uso e higienizar as mãos várias vezes ao dia, especialmente ao manipular a máscara. Conclusões: O uso universal de máscaras faciais no contexto da pandemia de COVID-19 é justificado, especialmente considerando a ocorrência da transmissão do vírus no período pré-sintomático, e deve ser adotado em conjunto com outras medidas como o distanciamento social adequado e a higiene das mãos, seguindo a máxima “eu te protejo e você me protege”. Descritores: Infecções por Coronavirus; Máscaras; Prevenção & controle.
Resumen

Mantén tus gotas para ti: uso universal de mascarillas junto con distancia social

Introducción: A medida que avanza la pandemia de COVID-19 en todo el mundo, el uso universal de mascarillas se impone como una medida para mitigar la transmisión del SARS-CoV-2 y actualmente es recomendado por la Organización Mundial de la Salud. Su efectividad como método para prevenir COVID-19 aún es controvertida. Objetivo: Revisar la literatura sobre el uso universal de las máscaras faciales, incluidas las de tela, y sus recomendaciones de uso. Métodos: Revisión narrativa de estudios publicados sobre el tema. Resultados: Las mascarillas actúan predominantemente como un mecanismo de control de la fuente, ya que capturan las gotitas expulsadas por el usuario al hablar, toser o estornudar, protegiendo a otras personas y al medio ambiente de la contaminación por gotitas potencialmente infecciosas. La evidencia de la efectividad de su uso universal como método para mitigar epidemias de infecciones respiratorias virales se deriva de estudios experimentales y modelos matemáticos. El uso adecuado de las mascarillas faciales es fundamental para asegurar su eficacia y evitar daños, e incluye cubrirse la nariz, la boca y el mentón, lavar las mascarillas de tela con agua y jabón después de su uso e higieine de manos varias veces al día, especialmente al manipularlas. la máscara. Conclusiones: Se justifica el uso universal de mascarillas faciales en el contexto de la pandemia COVID-19, especialmente considerando la ocurrencia de transmisión del virus en el periodo presintomático, debiendo ser adoptado en conjunto con otras medidas como la adecuada distancia social e higiene de las manos, siguiendo la máxima “Yo te protejo y tú me proteges”.

Palabras clave: Infecciones por Coronavirus; Mascarillas; Prevención & control.

Introduction

The world is experiencing an emergency scenario in dealing with COVID-19. While there is not an effective treatment or vaccine, non-pharmaceutical prevention methods have been adopted as a means of mitigating the spread of its causative virus, SARS-CoV-2. These methods comprise different approaches to minimize social contact, from shelter-at-home policies to city lockdown; face mask ordinances; universal symptom survey; contact tracing and quarantine of all confirmed and potential cases and exposed individuals, among others. The effectiveness of these methods should be constantly assessed by monitoring infection rates and effective reproduction numbers, considering data continuously drawn from different sources, including surveillance data and results of serological surveys designed to estimate population immunity. Many of these methods have been compromised due to limited availability of tests. Non-pharmaceutical methods applied to new viruses are also prone to variabilities in their efficacy due to the necessity of population adherence.

It is currently not possible to identify all carriers due to the lack of available universal testing, besides the limitations of performance of existing tests. In addition, it must be noted that evidence has shown that infected people can be contagious shortly before symptoms begin, the so-called pre-symptomatic period, i.e., the last 2 days of the incubation period, which can last on average 5-6 days, and up to 14 days. Preliminary evidence suggests that transmission by truly asymptomatic individuals is also possible. Therefore, it is advisable to adopt barrier measures, such as the consistent use of face masks by all individuals, along other non-pharmaceutical measures, to mitigate the effects of the pandemic.

In the context of the developing pandemic, the universal use of face masks is a low cost and simple measure that can be easily implemented. However, the recommendation of universal use of face masks by the general population has been delayed by the official health authorities in several countries, causing confusion and controversy about the correct application of the measure. Notwithstanding, the resistance to use face masks seems inconsistent with the knowledge of the virus’ transmission, either by droplets from the respiratory tract or by contact with surfaces contaminated by respiratory secretions containing viable viral particles.

In many countries where using masks in public was considered a stigma, now its use has been introduced as a new paradigm of social behavior and health protection. Countries like Austria, Brazil, Czech Republic, China, Hong Kong, Israel, Italy, Japan, Mongolia, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, Turkey, and the United States have recommended or mandated the use of face masks in public settings.
States have taken varied steps to advocate universal masking as an additional measure to reduce community transmission of SARS-CoV-2.4-6

Our goal is to review the risks and benefits of universal use of face masks for the general population and recommendations for its use, while contributing to the awareness of the general population about its value.

Non-pharmaceutical Measures Recommended During Pandemic

Thus far, health authorities have struggled to implement effective measures of mitigation of COVID-19 pandemics. Regardless of the chosen strategy, the economic cost to society will be significant until the pandemic is under control.7

At the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak, all cases of symptomatic patients, regardless of severity of the disease, were usually dealt with by an emergency method of containment, where isolation of all cases is the primary method to control the spread of the disease. This strategy requires the patient to be placed in airborne isolation rooms, under supervision of health care professionals using adequate personal protective and other disposable equipment until active transmission of the virus is ruled out. However, it is estimated that a high percentage of infected patients have minimal or mild symptoms, therefore, the virus would already be silently spreading through the population before detection and isolation occurs.8 Evidence has shown that asymptomatic individuals can shed viral particles (defined as a positive PCR test for SARS-CoV-2 on nasopharyngeal swab) with a median duration of 19 days (interquartile range: 15-26 days), while the shortest duration detected is 6 days, and the longest, 45 days. In mild symptomatic patients the median duration of viral shedding was 14 days.9

In addition, limitation of availability and performance of molecular tests, cultural and economic challenges can compromise the ability of the containment strategy to control the dissemination of the virus, leading to the community transmission of SARS-CoV-2. In this scenario, the containment strategy must be substituted by a mitigation one, to prevent the increased number of hospitalizations that overwhelm the healthcare system with patients infected with SARS-CoV-2. Mitigation strategy is generally based on the recommendations of handwashing, closing of schools and businesses, travel limitations, social distancing, and home quarantine of mild symptomatic cases and groups of more susceptible individuals (e.g. elders and adults with chronic ailments such as diabetes and cardiovascular diseases).10 Mitigation measures are aimed to decrease the burden on the health care system, allowing the health care system to be better prepared for treatment of moderate and severe cases. Therefore, it is suggested that a combination of case isolation, social distancing of the entire population and either household quarantine or school and university closure are required.11 Nonetheless, although the mitigation strategy using non-pharmaceutical measures mentioned above were common sense among health agencies such as the World Health Organization (WHO), the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention of the United States (CDC), and the Brazilian Ministry of Health (MS), the recommendation for wearing masks by the general population was delayed.

The use of face masks is an attractive public health measure because of its low cost and speed of implementation: it is easier to execute than other more complicated strategies that have been successfully adopted in other countries to control the disease, such as mass testing, contact tracing, and hospitalization of positive patients even with mild forms of the disease. Currently, Brazil has adopted the universal use of face masks in public places. The use of face masks in Brazil by the general population has been increasing since April 1st, when the Minister of Health in Brazil published guidelines on how to make face masks and how to properly use them.12

Rational for use of Face Masks as a Preventive Measure Against COVID-19

Face masks, as other barrier prevention methods, can be used as a means to prevent individuals with confirmed or suspected infections from spreading respiratory contaminated droplets, i.e., as a source control measure. They can also be used to protect susceptible individuals from acquiring an infection, i.e., as an individual protective measure.13

There is considerable controversy in medical literature regarding nomenclature of respiratory particles of different sizes. WHO and CDC postulate that the particles of more than 5 μm as droplets, and those less than 5μm as aerosols or droplet nuclei. Droplets tend to remain trapped in the upper respiratory tract (i.e., nose and throat), whereas aerosols or droplet nuclei have the potential to be inhaled into the lower respiratory tract (the bronchi and alveoli in the lungs).14

Respiratory droplets can be produced through breathing, talking, or coughing.15 Droplets smaller than
100µm in diameter will dry out before falling approximately 2 meters to the ground, forming the basis for the theory of droplet nuclei transmission depending on the size of the infected droplet. Droplet nuclei can be carried by the movement of air into the surrounding air spaces during daily activities as result of walking, or the opening of a door. It is said that most viral charge is transmitted in larger droplets, when we cough, sneeze, or talk. Minimizing the viral discharge into the atmosphere (i.e., use as control of source), particularly in larger droplets, is believed to be highly advantageous, and therefore, mechanical blockage in relatively simple masks is efficient in this case.

Filtration in masks uses three mechanisms. The first one is mechanical blockage of droplets that are of a size (e.g., >5µm) comparable to or larger than the mean space between the filaments that embody the mask as cellulose, cotton, etc. Moreover, large particles, and in this case, large virus-carrying droplets cannot penetrate the material. The second mechanism is filtration of very small particles or droplets (e.g., <200 nm) by direct collision with the mask filaments. Brownian motion causes very small droplets to move in a zig-zag motion and collide with the mask material. Filtration of very small particles is therefore relatively efficient. Respirators (e.g., N95) have the additional third filtration mechanism based on electrostatic attraction. Particles of intermediate size (e.g., 0.3-1 µm) are attracted to the mask filament due to a residual electrical charge that they have.

It is believed that the transmission of the small coronavirus takes place primarily transported in larger water droplets. However, since the SARS-CoV-1 (predecessor of the SARS-CoV-2) was found spreading in the air during the 2003 epidemic, it has been speculated that SARS-CoV-2 be transmitted by the same mechanism. The possibility that SARS-CoV-2 is not only transmitted by virus-containing droplets (5 to 10 µm of diameter) but also by aerosols (≤5 µm) has created a popular question if face masks can be efficient against this virus. Although it is not clear that airborne transmission through aerosols is occurring with SARS-CoV-2, as was proposed for SARS-CoV-1 outbreak in 2003, more studies are necessary to ascertain the same for SARS-CoV-2. Nonetheless, the cautious approach assumes this possibility and reinforces the use of face masks as a critical barrier for reduction of transmission and infection.

Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 by aerosol has long been recognized in the context of aerosol producing procedures in health care facilities by WHO, CDC, among other entities, but its role on community spread of disease was never admitted. SARS-CoV-2 in aerosol (<5µm) is viable for about 3 hours and can be found on any surface. However, the virus has been found to be more stable on plastic and stainless steel than on copper and cardboard. In this particular study, a viable virus was detected up to 72 hours on plastic and stainless steel, although with a greatly reduced viral titer.

Covering the mouth and nose with a surgical or cloth face mask, instead of a respirator, can trap the large infectious droplets that are expelled when the wearer is speaking, coughing or sneezing, thereby protecting other people from the wearer (i.e. source control). However, it’s value as an individual protective measure is questionable. Interesting, even though there is no direct evidence that a person wearing a face mask is protected from developing COVID-19, some studies have shown the effectiveness of surgical masks to protect against Influenza and other common seasonal coronaviruses. Moreover, there is some evidence that masks protect the wearer by reducing the inoculum of virus, which results in milder disease. The authors on this later study point out that the use of face masks might be in part responsible for asymptomatic and milder disease with lower mortality contrasting with the beginning of the pandemic, when face masks weren’t being used by the general population.

Medical Versus Non-Medical Face Masks

A recent meta-analysis study found consistent evidence that in addition to other infection control measures, the use of medical masks (surgical masks and N95 respirators) by health professionals is effective at reducing the risk of contagion of respiratory diseases. However, the WHO emphatically states that fabric masks (for example, cotton or gauze) are not justified under any circumstances for use by health professionals. Evidence against the use of fabric masks by health professionals comes from a cluster randomized study in which health units were randomly assigned for one of three patterns of use of face masks: universal use of surgical masks, universal use of fabric masks (two layers of cotton) or use of masks according to the unit standard (control). The inclusion of a control arm without face masks was considered unethical and discarded. In this study, the number of respiratory infections and cases of flu-like syndrome was higher in the fabric mask group than in both the universal surgical mask group and the
standard use group. However, the professionals who were in the group “universal use of surgical mask” received two masks per 8-hour shift, whereas those in the group that used the fabric masks were instructed to wear a single mask per shift, which should be washed daily after use with soap and water and worn again the following day.\textsuperscript{26} It is known that the prolonged use of face masks causes their saturation by the humidity of the breath, compromising their filtration capacity.\textsuperscript{27} Therefore, there was no valid comparison between the arms “universal use of surgical mask” and “universal use of cloth mask”. Neither could the impact of using the cloth mask be evaluated versus the absence of a mask. Based on the results of the study, the authors concluded that the use of cloth masks by health professionals during care of sick patients is not to be recommended, which undoubtedly represented an advance on safety for healthcare professionals. The validity of the universal use of cloth masks for the general population, under the circumstances of a pandemic of a deadly respiratory infectious disease, was not addressed by this study.

The use of cloth face masks by the general population was already supported by a few scientific publications when the world assumed that the next pandemic would be an emerging influenza virus.\textsuperscript{28} These studies focused on the filtration capacity of cloth masks compared to surgical masks and respirators (N95, PFF-2 and similar).\textsuperscript{26, 29} The results indicated that cloth masks have a lower filtration capacity (from around 50\% to 70\%, depending on the material) than surgical and respirator masks (more than 95\%), but also demonstrated that some filtration capacity exists depending on the type of fabric used in its manufacturing. These comparative studies considered that based on the risk to the overall population, although cloth masks are likely to reduce the exposure and infection spread at some level, they are not as efficient as surgical masks. For this reason, cloth masks are not recommended to health professionals, while it can be used by the general population.

Zangmeister et al tested the efficiency of 32 cloth materials used in face masks to filter nanometer-sized particles to micrometer-sized droplets calculating the filtration effectiveness of the fabric.\textsuperscript{30} They found that woven 100\% cotton with high to moderate yarn counts had the best performance, while synthetic fabrics yield the poorest performance. Also, in this regard, Verma et al found that face masks with multiple layers of cotton quilting fabric and well fitted to the wearer face was the most effective to reduce droplets dispersal. Otherwise, loosely folded face masks and bandana-style covering were the least effective.\textsuperscript{31}

In a recent study Aydin et al used mechanical methods to evaluate common cloth masks efficiency by challenging the fabrics with high and low-velocity droplets with use of a metered-dose inhaler loaded with a suspension of 100 nm fluorescent beads in distilled water to create the droplets range from 0.1 mm to 1 mm. They found that effectiveness of fabric masks is dependable on four main factors. The breathability, the porosity, the hydro-affinity, and the fitness to the wearer face.\textsuperscript{32} The fabric of choice should be breathable as well as impermeable to the impact from high and low-velocity droplets. It is important to notice the anti-correlation of porosity and breathability of a fabric. With low fabric porosity, and bad fit to the wearer face, the flow of air is directed to the sides and other points of leakage on the mask, decreasing its effectiveness. Interestingly, the authors suggest that the high hydro-affinity of fabric on two-layered t-shirt face masks contribute to blocking high volume droplets. Moreover, it has been reported in another study that, independently of the fabric of choice for homemade face masks, the performance of efficient block droplets is dependent on the fit of the mask on the wearer face.\textsuperscript{33}

Universal Use of Face Masks for the General Population

The arguments supporting the universal use of face masks by the general population have been debated since the start of the pandemic. As the disease progresses around the world, the decision to adopt such a feasible and potentially effective measure can result in a significant number of lives spared. Studies using mathematical models, with or without implementing lockdown, indicates that if the population wears a face mask 100\% of the time combined with lockdown, the desired impact in mitigating the spread of COVID-19 such as flattening the curve and preventing secondary and tertiary waves of infections can be achieved.\textsuperscript{34, 35} Most importantly, the results apply even considering face masks would have only 50\% effectiveness at capturing viruses from respiratory droplets, i.e., similar to the effectiveness of cloth face masks.\textsuperscript{34} Also, these simulations indicate that use of face masks by the general public could potentially diminish community transmission and alleviate the burden of the pandemic.

The rationale for universal use of face masks comes from increasing evidence that viral transmission by
infected individuals who have very mild symptoms, or who are asymptomatic, can have a more relevant role in the spread of the disease than previously assessed.\textsuperscript{36,37} Even more critical is the evidence that the immunity against SARS-CoV-2 from survivors of COVID-19 may only last 2 months. This means that previously infected individuals could potentially become re-infected and contagious. Therefore, carriers, when wearing the face mask, would avoid the contamination of susceptible people and the environment, as the face mask would create a barrier for the respiratory droplets eliminated during breathing.\textsuperscript{38}

Respiratory etiquette has changed with time (Figure 1). In the past coughing/sneezing openly was accepted. Then with knowledge of airborne disease, covering a cough/sneeze with hands became the norm. Later, to prevent the spread of germs through contaminated hands or handkerchief, the use of the elbow to cover a cough/sneeze was recommended. Currently, the use of face masks is becoming socially acceptable to keep droplets to oneself, even in countries where it used to be a stigma (e.g. western countries).

Currently the recommendation for the general population is to wear a face mask all the time, except with people in the same quarantine pod or outside with good ventilation. Pods are a small self-containing network of people who limit their non-distance social interaction with one another. The implication is that even in someone’s house if they receive a visitor from outside the pod, all people should wear a face mask while in the presence of a person from outside the pod. It is not recommended, however, for individuals with limited compliance and/or risk of suffocation with masks, such as those with mental health disorders, developmental disabilities, and children. For these groups, face shields may be considered as an alternative, even though they are inferior to face masks in preventing droplet transmission.\textsuperscript{25}

However, the WHO has identified potential pitfalls from the use of face masks by the general population and indicated the following potential risks that should be carefully taken into consideration in any decision-making process: self-contamination by touching and reusing contaminated face masks; potential breathing difficulties depending on the type of face mask used; a false sense of security, potentially leading to lower adherence to other preventive measures such as physical distancing and hand hygiene; diversion of resources from effective public health measures, such as hand hygiene; and diversion of medical mask supplies and consequent shortage of proper masks for health-care workers.\textsuperscript{39}

In a review study of the social behavior related to the use of face mask, the authors discussed that the adherence to proper use and disposal of masks would be difficult to implement in a short time, and the risk of improper use of it could end up facilitating the transmission of the virus, instead of decreasing

---

**Figure 1. Respiratory etiquette evolution according to perceived social behavior.** a) Openly coughing/sneezing without protection; b) cover cough/sneeze with hands; c) cough/sneeze into the elbow to prevent hands contamination; d) currently recommended use of face mask to keep drops to oneself.
it, which may offset its potential benefit.\textsuperscript{40} It points to the urgency to educate the general population on how to correctly use face masks, and why and when to quarantine asymptomatic and symptomatic patients. Therefore, with education, the use of face masks is an important tool for everyone, given their contribution to the well-being of the population.

Regarding the question of diversion of medical mask supplies, the use of cloth masks represents a cheap and feasible alternative for sparing those supplies while conferring protection for the population. Another advantage, especially relevant in low income countries, is the role of production and commercialization of cloth face masks as a source of income for families already abated by the economic crises. It is of paramount importance, however, to provide clear instructions not only regarding the adequate use of face masks by the population, but also the adequate confection and maintenance.

Cloth Face Masks and Proper Care Procedures

The necessity for clear guidelines on the use of cloth face masks has grown over time, and the benefits for wearing face masks by asymptomatic individuals became justified by evidence that they possess some filtering capacity and are an alternative when surgical masks are in limited supply.\textsuperscript{41} Despite the lack of conclusive evidence regarding the benefit of adopting the universal use of face masks, the spontaneous use of them by the population is already noted. Initiatives for “do it yourself” projects to alleviate the burden of mass production of personal protective equipment (PPE) have stirred the imagination and creativity of the people wanting to engage in helping at this stressful moment.\textsuperscript{42} For example, concern regarding the effectiveness of homemade face masks in protecting the asymptomatic public has led to added treatments of starch to increase the pathogenic droplet absorption of the fabric, and salt to improve virus deactivation.\textsuperscript{43} These initiatives highlight that it is necessary to provide guidance on the best way to make homemade face masks in order to avoid risks related to inappropriate use.

Based on the best practices for use and manipulation of face masks by health authorities and on scientific publications presented in our review, we suggest a simple and safe procedure for use of the face mask in public. Figure 2 displays the correct use and handling of the face mask. The procedure includes covering the nose, mouth and chin with the face mask. Avoid uncovering the nose or the mouth to speak when in the presence of others. To remove the mask, use the mask handle and never touch the front of the used mask.

The recommendation for homemade face masks is to use 100% cotton fabric, such as cotton from T-shirts, antibacterial or normal pillow covers, or dish towels.\textsuperscript{41} Although there is no conclusive evidence regarding the benefit of adopting the universal use of face masks, the spontaneous use of them by the population is already noted. Initiatives for “do it yourself” projects to alleviate the burden of mass production of personal protective equipment (PPE) have stirred the imagination and creativity of the people wanting to engage in helping at this stressful moment.\textsuperscript{42} For example, concern regarding the effectiveness of homemade face masks in protecting the asymptomatic public has led to added treatments of starch to increase the pathogenic droplet absorption of the fabric, and salt to improve virus deactivation.\textsuperscript{43} These initiatives highlight that it is necessary to provide guidance on the best way to make homemade face masks in order to avoid risks related to inappropriate use.

Based on the best practices for use and manipulation of face masks by health authorities and on scientific publications presented in our review, we suggest a simple and safe procedure for use of the face mask in public. Figure 2 displays the correct use and handling of the face mask. The procedure includes covering the nose, mouth and chin with the face mask. Avoid uncovering the nose or the mouth to speak when in the presence of others. To remove the mask, use the mask handle and never touch the front of the used mask.

Figure 2. Recommendation of best practices on how to manipulate a mask as a non-pharmaceutical measure to combat COVID-19. A) Face masks must cover the nose, mouth and chin. Do not uncover your nose and mouth to speak nearby other people. To remove the mask, use the masks handle and never touch the front of used mask. B) After removing the mask, hands must be cleaned with hand-sanitizer with at least 60% ethanol and reusable masks must be washed with soap or laundry detergent.
After their use, the mask must be washed with soap or laundry detergent. The hands also need to be cleaned with soap and water, or hand-sanitizer containing at least 60% ethanol. More detailed information on how to prepare/manipulate the face mask can be found on Table 1.

### Conclusion

From this literature review, we recommend the universal use of face masks by the general population as an additional resource to already established non-pharmacological measures as maintaining social distance (Figure 3) and hand hygiene, providing an

---

**Table 1. Guidance and practical considerations - Adapted from WHO and Brazilian Health Surveillance National Agency (ANVISA) guidelines**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Fabric selection:</strong></th>
<th>Choose materials that capture particles and droplets but remain easy to breathe through.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avoid stretchy material for making masks as they provide lower filtration efficiency during use and are sensitive to washing at high temperatures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabrics that can support high temperatures (60 °C or more) are preferable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Construction:</strong></td>
<td>A minimum of three layers is required, depending on the fabric used: an inner layer touching the mouth and an outer layer that is exposed to the environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choose water-absorbing (hydrophilic) materials or fabrics for the internal layers, to readily absorb droplets, combined with an external synthetic material that does not easily absorb liquid (hydrophobic).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mask management:</strong></td>
<td>Masks should only be used by one person - do not share your mask, even if it is clean.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avoid use of makeup on face while using face masks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All masks should be changed after 3h of continuous use or before, if soiled or wet; a soiled or wet mask should not be worn for an extended period of time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-medical masks should be washed frequently and handled carefully, so as not to contaminate other items. Clothing fabrics used to make masks should be checked for the highest permitted washing temperature, which is indicated on the clothing label.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-woven polypropylene (PP) spunbonded may be washed at high temperature, up to 140 °C. The combination of non-woven PP spunbonded and cotton can tolerate high temperatures; masks made of these combinations may be steamed or boiled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Where hot water is not available, wash mask with soap/detergent at room temperature water, followed by either i) boiling mask for one minute OR ii) soak mask in 0.1% chlorine for one minute then thoroughly rinse mask with room temperature water, to avoid any toxic residual of chlorine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discard your mask if visibly damaged (i.e., torn, with less adjustment, deformation, etc.) or after 30 washes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Store clean masks in a clean and closed container.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 3. Use of face masks concomitant with social distance of at least 6 feet, or approximately 1.8 meters, between each person provide protection from respiratory droplets that are potentially contaminated with the virus. An approximation of the 6 feet distance can be achieved by the person estimating that from the center of their chest to the palm of your hand, with their arm stretched at a 90 degree’ angle, is approximately 2 feet. By staying 3 times this length from another person, social distance is achieved**
efficient way to minimize the spread of COVID-19. A word of caution: for the homemade face mask to be beneficial it is necessary to follow the proper recommendations related to the composition of the face masks and proper handling, including proper hand hygiene. The authors endorse the selfless principle “I protect you, and you protect me”. In this context, keeping your droplets to yourself regardless of current or previous health status. Every responsible citizen should wear face masks not only for self-protection and others but also to contribute to the end of the pandemic and start reversing the economic impact of the pandemic.
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